Solution to Movie Mixtures or Cinema Combos

Each movie description has 3 lines. The first two lines are descriptions of the plots of 2 different movies. The third line describes the plot of the movie that the poet actually watched. Find out the names of the first 2 movies and substitute the synonyms of the last word of the first movie and the first word of the second movie to make the third movie. The puzzle title is supposed to give the idea of mixing the two movies and finding synonyms. The final answer is gotten by reading out the first letters of the movies the poet began watching. Here are the answers.

- Black Hawk Down and Assault on Precinct 13 combine to give Under Siege (Down = Under and Assault = Siege)
- Maid in Manhattan and Chronicles of Narnia give New York Stories
- Diamonds are Forever and My Darling Clementine give Immortal Beloved (In this case alone, you are supposed to take the word Darling rather than my)
- Chicago and Dawn of the dead give City Lights
- Deep Blue Sea and Twelve Monkeys give Ocean’s Twelve
- Pather Panchali dubbed in English is Song of the Road. So, Song of the Road and Hell Boy gives Road to Perdition
- The Last Emperor and Blast from the past give Napoleon Dynamite

The first letters of these movies, in order, spell UNICORN which is the answer to the puzzle.